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XI. - The Pronunciation of Greek and Latin Prose, or 
Ictus, Accent, and Quantity in Greek and Latin Prose and Poetry 

BY PROFESSOR C. W. E. MILLER 

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 

WHEN I began the study of Vergil and Homer, I was unable 
to read - rhythmically - an average verse of these authors. 
The same was true of my fellow-students. In those days, a 
more or less protracted study of elementary Greek and Latin 
followed by the reading of Xenophon and Caesar afforded no 
aid to the understanding of the structure of the hexameter. 
The quantities of the vowels were not marked in our textbooks, 
and it was difficult to navigate even when the course had been 
laid. Since that time, universities have multiplied in this 
country, scholars and teachers have been trained, knowledge 
of Greek and Latin rhythm and meter has increased, and 
pedagogical accessories have made their appearance. Never- 
theless, so far as the ability to read without preparation simple 
Greek and Latin meter is concerned, the results of today are 
not much better than those of forty years ago. The reason 
is not far to seek. In spite of all the helps designed to facilitate 
the acquisition of a knowledge of Greek and Roman syllabic 
quantity, English rhythmic speech habits are adhered to in the 
ordinary pronunciation of Greek and Latin; yet Greek and 
Latin poetry cannot be read without the abandonment of these 
habits. 

In I869-I870, James Hadley published, in the first volume of 
these Transactions, a paper on the "Nature and Theory of the 
Greek Accent." The publication of this paper marked the 
dawn of a new era in the understanding of that most difficult 
subject. But new views penetrate slowly, and years elapse 
before the views are put into practice. So in this case. Most 
teachers continued to believe that English accent was identical 
with Greek and Latin accent, and Greek and Roman versifi- 
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cation was supposed to have been built on a system which 
caused the ordinary word-accent to be discarded when it con- 
flicted with the rhythmical accent. 

In i88o, the year in which I entered college, John Williams 
White published his translation of J. H. H. Schmidt's Leit- 
faden.1 I bought a copy of the book, and in it I encountered 
the statement, "Greek verse can and must be pronounced 
throughout with the prose accents, and this can be done without 
any conflict arising between the prose accents and the quantity 
of the syllables and their ictuses in poetry." This statement 
was followed by the first line of the Odyssey in musical notation, 
which was meant to exemplify the method to be pursued. The 
interval which was employed to designate the pitch was that 
of a single tone. I proceeded to execute on the piano the 
musical notation, and I repeated, in unison with the sounds 
of the piano, the words of the verse. The result was singing 
instead of speaking, but I continued to practice this and other 
lines. I attempted even to apply my method in the instruc- 
tion of a younger brother, but brought down on myself the 
derision of the household for teaching the "singing of Latin." 
Nothing daunted, I persevered, until one day, at a meeting of 
the Johns Hopkins University Philological Association, I heard 
a Frenchman read a paper on Chateaubriand. The name 
Chateaubriand was consistently pronounced in a manner 
different from that to which I had been accustomed. There 
were decided pitch accents on the syllables Cha- and -bri-, 
and rhythmical accents on the syllables -teau and -and, whereas 
in English utterance the syllable -teau- dominates all the other 
syllables and receives the principal accent. The experience 
was a revelation to me. It presented me with a practical 
exemplification of the pronunciation of a Greek acute accent. 

1 Professor B. L. Gildersleeve had many years before, in his Latin Grammar, 
published J. H. H. Schmidt's schemes of the Horatian meters. To Professor 
Gildersleeve, therefore, belongs the honor of having been the first to direct the 
attention of the English-speaking world to a scholar whose works have been 
read with profit and delight by most students of Greek and Roman rhythmic 
and metric. 
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I was forced to see that there is a vast difference between the 
pitch effect of song and that of ordinary speech. Speech is 
usually more rapid than song, and " the loudness of the lowest 
of the constituent pitches (of the tone) is made greater in 
singing than in speaking." 2 Furthermore, the speaking 
voice (Xorywi bcfov') is continuously changing its pitch. Its 
motion (iClv9o.tg) is that which Aristoxenus (Harm. i, ? 28, 
p. 9 Meib.) calls vvVeX?1s in contradistinction to the motion of 
music, which he calls S&aoTn,aw/cE (intervallar).3 Hence, 
it is more difficult to recognize by ear the pitch intervals of the 
peaks of ordinary speech, so small an interval as that of a 
single tone being hardly perceptible. In fact, a distinguished 
musician whom I consulted at the time denied that there were 
pitch intervals in the word-accents of ordinary conversation; 
and, very recently, another distinguished musician expressed 
the view that a fifth was too high an interval for the English 
accent. 

Experience had shown me that a greater interval than a 
single tone must be assumed for the Greek acute. What was 
the magnitude to be? I reasoned it out as follows. Speech 
melody is, after all, regulated by the laws of music. Perfect 
harmony of sound characterizes the major chord. This is 
composed of the tonic, the third, the fifth, and the octave. 
Hence the acute accent ought to represent either the third, or 
the fifth, or the octave, etc. The third is rather a small 
interval; the fifth is distinctly audible and its utterance re- 
quires no unusual effort; the octave demands greater exertion; 
the tenth, still greater, etc. The fifth was evidently the 
normal interval, and the others might be used for varying 

2 C. W. L. Johnson, "The Motion of the Voice . . . in the Theory of 
Ancient Music", T. A. P. A. xxx (i899), 43. 

3 Compare C. W. L. Johnson, 1. c. 47. See also E. W. Scripture, "The Study 
of English Speech by New Methods of Phonetic Investigation", Proceedings 
of the British Academy, xI, 24, 26: "It is of interest to notice that verse contains 
all the elements found in song. Perhaps the essential difference between the 
two may be found in the observation of Aristoxenos that in speech the voice 
slides up and down, while in song it proceeds by jumps." Page 25 comprises 
a long specimen of a melody plot. Compare also the melody plots on p. 12. 
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degrees of emphasis. The fifth, I found, was the interval 
that I was in the habit of employing for the ordinary English 
word-accent. My choice was shortly after confirmed by my 
reading of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who says (de Com- 
positione, p. 58 R.) that the melody of speech is measured 
approximately by the interval of a fifth, and that the voice 
is neither raised nor lowered more than this interval. Scien- 
tific experiments have shown that an interval as great as a 
tenth is a common phenomenon in French, and Professor 
Scripture, 1. c., p. 12, records English speech intervals of more 
than two octaves. Was Dionysius right in limiting the Greek 
interval to the fifth? Probably not. Strong emotion must 
have brought variation of pitch. Imagine Strepsiades, if you 
please, in his c' Zevi 8autXeV at the opening of the Clouds, 
confining himself to the fifth! At any rate, when a Greek 
word that has an acute accent in conflict with the ictus, re- 
quires special emphasis, I am in the habit of employing a 
higher pitch than usual on the syllable bearing the accent. 
The problem of special emphasis presented itself early in my 
experiments, and was provisionally settled in the way de- 
scribed. It is conceivable that, for the sake of emphasis, a 
syllable other than the one bearing the written accent was at 
times made more prominent. 

The pronunciation of the circumflex accent presents no 
difficulty. One has only to raise and lower the voice on the 
same syllable, somewhat after the fashion of the English oh! 
of admiration.4 If the acute represents an interval of a fifth, 
the circumflex indicates the rise of a fifth and a corresponding 
fall on the same syllable. 

The grave accent presents real difficulty. It gave me a 
world of trouble. White-Schmidt, op. cit., calls for a lowering 
of the voice below the medium tone. This was difficult of 
execution and more difficult still of appreciation. I never 
felt certain of being able to pronounce it in such a way as 
to make it perceptible to the hearer. Study of the ancient 

4 For a melody plot of this oh! see Scripture, 1. C., p. I2. 
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testimony, scrutiny of modern views, consideration of the new 
evidence brought to light by the discovery of the Delphic 
hymns, and comparison of the operation of enclisis and bary- 
tonesis in Modern Greek, have since convinced me that the 
grave accent was not meant to designate-a pitch below the 
medial tone but a temporary suspension, either partial or total 
according to the nature of the case, of the ordinary acute. In 
the case of monosyllables, dissyllabic prepositions, and the 
like, there can be no doubt that there was a total suspension 
of the acute. In the case of other words, the proclisis of the 
barytone will be sufficiently effected by the subordination of 
its accent to that of a following ortho-tone (oxytone, paroxy- 
tone, proparoxytone, perispomenon, properispomenon). The 
example presented by Kuehner-Blass, Ausf. Gram. d. gr. Spr. 
I, i (Hannover, I890), p. 3I5, may serve as a rough illustration 
of partial suspension.5 

While endeavoring to settle the problem of the written 
accent in Greek verse, I was at the same time busying myself 
with the problem of ictus and quantity. At that time, nobody, 
so far as I know, questioned the presence of stress in Greek 
verse. Indeed, there were many scholars who were still 
laboring under the illusion that an ictus-bearing syllable was 
pronounced like an English or German syllable bearing the 
word-accent. This illusion inevitably led to the neglect of 
the written accent in the reading of verse. But the consensus 
of enlightened opinion entertained the idea of an ictus corre- 
sponding to what in music is sometimes called the natural or 
grammatical accent, which falls on the first note of a rhyth- 
mical group and is fixed by counting, as opposed to the artificial 
or oratorical accent, which is used for diversity of effect. In 
recent years ictus has fallen from its high estate. It has 
been styled "that Old Man of the Sea ", and belief in it an 

5 For a convenient resume of the whole question of Greek accent, see J. Ven- 
dryes, Traiti d'accentuation grecque, Paris, I904. For the grave accent, see 
?? 35-43 of that treatise. E. H. Sturtevant, The Pronunciation of Greek and 
Latin (Chicago, 1920), pp. 192-205, is briefer, but contains an excellent state- 
ment of the middle accent. 
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"obsession" (White, Verse of Greek Comedy, p. xvi).6 I can- 
not join in this vituperation, though, long before The Verse of 
Greek Comedy was written, I had rebelled against the over- 
emphasis of stress in ancient metric. In a paper entitled 
"An Attempt to give a more Satisfactory Definition of Sound- 
Rhythm", which was read before the Johns Hopkins Uni- 
versity Philological Association, and printed in J.H.U. Cir- 
cular, June, I895, pp. 8i f., I had shown, by an analysis of 
three of the most common drum-tap movements, that " i. An 
absolutely perfect rhythm may be produced without any 
variation in the quality or in the pitch of the sounds. 
2. Physical stress, which is generally considered the sine qua 
non of rhythm, is not an indispensable factor of rhythm. 
What is commonly called the rhythmical 'accent' (ictus, stress) 
is in many cases simply the result of a mental process of 
grouping in accordance with certain psychological tendencies 
or with a clue furnished in one or more of various ways. 
3. Rhythm is not necessarily dependent on the actual duration 
of the sounds themselves." Hence, when three years later 
Bennett published his articles on "What was Ictus in Latin 
Prosody?" (A.J.P. xix [I898], 36I-383) and "Rhythmic 
Accent in Ancient Verse. A Reply" (A.J.P. xx [I899], 4I2- 

28), I confess that I felt the greatest sympathy with his in- 
sistence, for Greek and Latin, on the paramount importance 
of quantity, but Bennett had failed to heed my warning (? 3) 
against quantitative zealousy, and it remained for Professor 
Hendrickson (A.J.P. xx [I899], I98-2IO and especially 429- 

434) once more to take up the cudgels for saner views. The 
6 "There is no evidence for an ictus in Greek poetry," says White, 1. c., p. xxii. 

And again (p. xxiii), "in Greek there is no evidence for any such phenomenon, 
no historic proof that the Greek poets distinguished the thesis from the arsis 
by variation of stress." Compare also pp. 9 f.: "But this assumption of an 
ictus in Greek poetry is unsupported by ancient evidence. Aristoxenus and 
Aristides recognize the division of the foot into arsis and thesis, accompanied 
respectively by up-beat and down-beat of hand or foot, but neither of them, nor 
any other ancient authority, even intimates that the thesis was stressed. ... 

The inference seems inevitable, whatever our prepossessions may be, that in 
Greek verse the thesis was not distinguished from the arsis by variation of stress." 
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fact of the matter is that, in aesthetic rhythm, grouping and 
the perception of grouping are everything. To mark this 
grouping, or to bring it home to consciousness, it is sometimes 
necessary to resort to external means: designation of the time, 
bar, physical or mental stress, counting, beating, stepping, etc. 
If, as is conceded by both Bennett and White, " there is plenty 
of evidence that the Greeks (and Romans) beat time with 
hand or foot" (White, 1. c., p. xxiv), I, for my part, am un- 
willing to believe that these people were so slow of wit as not 
to substitute at times for hand or foot the more convenient 
pitchless or mental stress.7 At any rate, I crave permission, 
when I am writing about Greek or Latin rhythm, to make use 
of the period under a syllable to indicate that I consider it 
the first syllable of a rhythmical group; and when I am 
speaking about rhythm, I beg to be allowed to retain the name 
'ictus' as a convenient substitute for the lumbering, and per- 
haps ambiguous, term 'rhythmical beat' or 'rhythmical 
accent.' But, though I am unwilling to make a bogey of so 
innocent and useful a piece of philological outfit as the term 
'ictus', I cannot too strongly insist that such processes as the 
mere application of a blow, or the bestowal of the modicum of 
quantity that usually accompanies an English, German, or 
Modern Greek stressed syllable, or the intrusion of the pitch 
that is characteristic of the average English, German, or 
Modern Greek stress, do not satisfy the demands of the Greek 
ictus-bearing but accentless long; and that the intrusion 
of the customary English or German quantity or pitch on an 
ictus-bearing but accentless short, results in gross distortion. 

7 Compare also W. R. Hardie, Res Metrica (Oxford: Clarendon Press, I920), 

pp. 193-195. U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst (Berlin: 
Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, I92I), says, p. 89: "Und vom Versakzente 
reden die antiken Metriker so selten, dass er geleugnet werden konnte.' [I Ger- 
hard Schultz, Herm. xxxv, 314 in einer sehr energischen und eindrucksvollen 
Darlegung.] Nun hat man aber doch im Trimeter nicht nur die sechs Hebun- 
gen, sondem auch die drei Metra gehort; dazu musste das Metron durch die 
Stimme als Einheit fiihlbar werden. So kommt unsere Vorstellung nicht nur, 
sondern unsere lebendige Praxis wenigstens von dem 'Ictus' nicht los, und unter 
diesem Vorbehalte werde ich immer von Hebung und Senkung reden." 
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What, then, is Greek quantity? Everybody knows that, 
in Greek, a long syllable has normally the time of two short 
syllables, but few students of Greek observe this rule in their 
reading practice. The dactyl (r G G) is generally pronounced 
as a tribrach (G 5), or as a prancing dactyl ( V) -the 
so-called cyclic dactyl of Schmidt and others. For the real 
appreciation of Greek rhythm, it is necessary to be able to 
pronounce the long syllable twice as long as the short. The 
attainment of this ability is, of course, difficult, but the dif- 
ficulty may be overcome by practice. Indeed, the problem 
of Greek quantity would be very simple if one had always to 
follow the rule that a long is the equivalent of two shorts. 
There are many pitfalls, however. Almost every tragic or 
comic trimeter shows the substitution of a spondee for an 
iambus in at least one of the odd feet. Many lines have 
spondees in all three odd feet, as, for example, the opening 
line of the Medea of Euripides: 

etO 60EA' 'Apeyois ur &acvTdoOat O-Kad'oO. 

What is the relative duration of the syllables es-, yois, and 
-rTa-? Various answers have been given to this question,8 
and bitter controversies have been waged with reference to it. 
According to Hermann, not even Apollo himself could have 
reproduced the rhythm of the trochaic dipody ---in 

accordance with Boeckh's measurement, 2. i. if. Iv, cui 

rite exsequendae ipse Apollo impar sit" (Hermann, Opusc. II, 

p. II4). White (1. c., ? I5), following Aristoxenus, calls the 
long that replaces the short of an iambus an irrational (Xoryog) 
long, which "is not an exact multiple of the primary time, as is 
the normal long, but while greater than the Xp'vos 7rpc'oTo is 

less than the xpo'vIJOS '77,uoo." I read iambic verse with 
anacrusis,9 and my solution of the quantitative difficulties 

8 For some of these answers see WVhite, 1. C., ? i6. 
I Unfortunately, the ancients seem to have known nothing about anacrusis 

though they must have read many of their verses with anacrusis. If White had 
not resolutely set his face against anacrusis (? 29), his chapters on the iambic 
trimeter, excellent as they are, would have been even more valuable. 
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of the above verse is as follows: I j 2. I. I I4 2. I. I. 

I' 1 2. I. I. The irrational long is found also in the iambic 
dimeter and tetrameter, in the trochaic dimeter and tetra- 
meter, and in some other forms of verse. There are also 
"protracted theses, displaying a long syllable longer than the 
normal long, in trisemes and tetrasemes" (White, 1. c., p. xxv). 
Short syllables, too, may be affected. By employing the solu- 
tion proposed for Medea, i, the value of each short in xca7e7r38&v 

(Ar. Equ. 25) and ac'ya6oV (85) is ascertained to be x, and the 
values of the shorts of ta/3oXaZT. (7) are computed as i, T, 

and 3 respectively. In 7rapa0cZ (52), Ilac)Xary&v (54), xeXda- 
pLO-Tat (54), etc., the two shorts take the place of the single 
short of the iambus, and, according to White, each has the 
value -. For other details, the sections of White listed in the 
Index under the captions Irrationality and Protraction may 
be consulted. 

The question now arises how the value of a syllable is to be 
determined when the word to which it belongs stands by 
itself, or is used in prose. Before trying to answer this ques- 
tion, I may be permitted once more briefly to discuss the re- 
lation of the language of every day to that of verse. As early 
as I884 (J.H.U. Circular, July, I884, p. I25), I laid down the 
postulate that the versification of a language must accord with 
the nature of that language. In I902, in Studies in Honor 
of Basil Lanneau Gildersleeve, pp. 497-5II, I enlarged upon 
this postulate. I called attention (pp. 497 f.) to the pernicious 
doctrine of Westphal - echoes of it are heard elsewhere too- 
that the placing of the rhythmical ictus upon one syllable 
rather than upon another is, so far at least as Greek poetry 
is concerned, solely the act of the poet, who in this respect 
exercises full discretionary powers in the use of his linguistic 
material.10 I presented numerous arguments in favor of my 

10 Westphal, Griechische Metrik (i868), p. 2: "Die Setzung des rhythmischen 
Ictus auf die eine oder die andere Silbe ist wenigstens fur die griechische Poesie 
lediglich die That des Dichters in seiner Eigenschaft als Rhythmopoios, der in 
dieser Beziehung gainzlich frei tiber das sprachliche Material gebietet." 
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view, showed the probable origin of the opposite view, and dis- 
cussed some current misapprehensions concerning the relation 
of quantity to stress. It may seem strange to harp on this 
theme when all students of Greek prose rhythm have tacitly 
assented to the postulate; 11 when Bennett 12 has accepted, 
and Lindsay 13 virtually demonstrated, it for Latin, and 
Goodell 14 and Wilamowitz-Moellendorff 15 have adopted it for 
Greek; and when, even so long ago as I87I, Briucke 16 claimed 
that the correctness of a verse increased as the necessity 
for deviation from the prose pronunciation diminished. But 
the postulate is of extreme importance, because, if it is valid, 
the rhythmical pronunciation of prose may be reconstructed 

I am glad to note that in a recent work on the subject of prose rhythm 

(A. W. De Groot, Der antike Prosarhythmus, Groningen, I92I), the author 

states (p. ii) that to appreciate the significance of the rhythm of prose a modern 

must bear in mind two things: (I) That metric, by which the author under- 

stands the arrangement of long and short syllables, is terra incognita to us mod- 

ems, whereas in ancient poetry and prose metrical laws are observed to the 
point of rigor. (2) That ancient literature, by virtue of its origin and 

nature, is " acroatic." 
12 A. J. P. xx (I899), 4I3: "The poet simply takes the choicer elements of 

familiar speech, uses them in their ordinary value and equivalence, and so ar- 

ranges them that the rhythmical scheme to which they are intended to conform 

is immediately obvious to any one who can correctly pronounce the words as 

ordinarily uttered. At least, this is true of all languages of which I have ever 

heard, and poetry of any other nature is to me unthinkable." 
13 Lindsay's Early Latin Verse (Oxford: Clarendon Press, I922) is really 

a continuous demonstration of my postulate. 
14 Chapters on Greek Metric (i90i), pp. io f. 
15 Griechische Verskunst, p. 25: "Metrik gibt es nicht ohne Verse, Verse nur 

in einer gegebenen Sprache, und diese bedingt das Schaffen des Dichters, der 

in ihr Verse macht. Sch6pferisch wird derjenige werden, dem es gelingt Verse 

zu machen, die seiner Sprache so gemnaiss sind, dass andere sich an sein Vorbild 

halten, in allem was wir Stil nennen, nicht nur im Versmasse, denn alles wird 

zusammen geschaffen." P. 26: "Eine Metrik kann eigentlich nur so lange 

bestehen, wie die Sprache ihr dasselbe Material bietet. Sie besteht aber infolge 
des historischen Tragheitsgesetzes haufig langer, was zu manchen Kompromissen 
fiihrt. Endlich kommt doch der Tag, wo ein neuer Schopfer auftritt und den 

nun gegebenen Bedingungen der Sprache gemdss neue Versformen findet, einerlei 

wo er anknuipft, vielleicht eher an die Kunstprosa, die sich niemals ganz von 

der gesprochenen Rede entfernen kann." (The italics are not used in the 

original.) 
16 Physiologische Grundlagen der neuhochdeutschen Verskunst, p. I. 
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on the basis of our knowledge of the pronunciation of 
poetry. When I say rhythmical, I am not thinking of that 
perverted use of the term which is used to characterize the 
Greek and Roman prose of a later period when the classic 
laws of quantity broke down, accent became a dominant factor, 
and a certain amount of syllable-counting was indulged in. 
Nor am I thinking primarily of highly elaborate, artistic 
prose, but I have in mind prose as distinguished from poetry 
- prose in general. Every language has a principle of its 
own, which is revealed by the peculiar manner in which it 
rhythmizes its syllabic material. It is a mistake to suppose 
that the so-called long and short syllables of poetry received 
in prose only the natural amount of time it would take to 
utter the respective combinations of sounds. Such words as 
donna and bella have a noticeably longer sound in the Italian 
mouth than in the German or English. The suffix -ment 
is shorter in English than the corresponding suffixes in French 
and Italian. The syllables of words like conversation and 
constitution have varying relative values according as they are 
pronounced by the English, the French, or the Germans: 

I 2. i. IA (Fr.); 2. i. i 2. i* (Eng.); I 3. 2. I. 2 (Ger.). 
There may be a difference of opinion as to these values, but 
there can be no doubt about the varying ictus: conversation 
(Eng.), conversation (Fr.), Konversation (Ger.). Compare 
French r4flexion, English reflexion; French irresistible, English 
irresistible. Examples of similar variations in value of the 
same syllable as employed in different languages might be 
multiplied indefinitely, but the foregoing must suffice. It is 
plain that the Greek syllable had a quantity of its own, and 
that its prose values must be determined from its rhythmic 
use in poetry. 

In a well-known passage of the Poetics, Aristotle tells us 
that of all the meters the iambic was best adapted to ordinary 
speech, and adds, by way of proof, that, though iambic measure 
was frequently employed in conversation, rare use was made 
of the hexameter and only when the conversational tone was 
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dropped.'7 In the Rhetoric, he expresses himself to the same 
effect: "The tragic poets gave up the tetrameter for the 
iambic trimeter because the latter is more like conversation 
than any other meter." 18 And again: "The heroic rhythm 
is dignified but lacks the tone of ordinary conversation, whereas 
the iamb is the very language of the people, and hence, in con- 
versation, is used more frequently than any other meter." 19 

Aristotle is a pretty safe guide, and if we wish to know how the 
masses spoke, we must study the iambic trimeter, particularly 
that of the comic poets. As a matter of fact, I wrote out the 
scansion of an entire play of Aristophanes, and carefully 
studied all the other plays of that author.20 But, in this 
paper, I shall have to limit myself to the analysis of a few 
verses and the citation of references to others in order to 
bring out the most important rhythmical principles that 
underlie the trimeter. 

Aristophanes, Equites, i-9 

AHM. 'Iararaata rTzv KaKcw,v, taTTaTat. 

2 IcaKz llaoXay'va 7T1 
1E&W?770V tcatcov 

3 av'Ta c7t /3ovXai sa7roXecTetav o01 O i. 

4 E'4 0) eyap e1r?7pp77oE)v EtV T77v ouciav 

5 'irX?yas aEc 7rpo-Tpt/83Tat TotS 0 WceTatS. 

NIK. KcadcKrTa &n9' OV7TO' e 7rpwTOT flaOfaYdo'vW 

7 av'TaFT 8ta,okaFT. AHM. c' KaK0'at,uov, 'r6o" e'XCT; 

17 Poet. iv, I4 (I449 a 24-28): puXLo-Ara 'y&p XCKTLK6V TLWV uerTpWV Tr iaupcf6J 

o-rLJV- a7,/ucEv ov TO6Tov- rXeZo-ra y&p la/AgeLa X\eyogev gv Tr7 6lcLXaKTr9J TV 7rp6s 

dXXiAXous, ci,ucTpa & 6XL-y'aKLS KaL gKgavopTes rTs XCKTrLK2S iplAovlas. 

18 Rhet. III, i (i404 a 30-32): eK TWV T rerpacLbTpwv cis TO laI36Eov AvriLT770-av 

6La TO Trz X6-Cj) TOUJTO TW'v ~IApwp 0'LOL6TcrTaov eZvatL rTv &XXwv. 

"I Rhet. III, 8 (I408 b 32-35): TwYv 6U Av,Ouiv 0 ,u/v 7?pos a-cuvbs aiXXca XEKTLK7S 

&p,uovias 6e6uevos, o o tta/uos avT7-l eOTLV 7 XgLS 7) TP 7roXXTW W 56 /*LdXLo Ta 7rdY- 

T71Yp TWV gTpwv laupela 8e-y-yovTac XJyovTes. 

20 Compare my "Lyric and Non-Lyric in Aristophanes", J.H.U. Circular, 

August, I883, p. I42. 
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NIK. /eacw' dcaOd'nep ow. AHM. 8e'po 8) 7poeXCO' b'va 

9 vvavXav /cXavJO-coev OvXvp,7rov vdO,Uov. 

The article may have the ictus, as in lines I, 2, and 3, or 
not, as in lines 4 and 5. Prepositions may have the ictus (ed'i, 

line 4), or not (et, line 4). Some words have more than one 
ictus: two words in i, 4, 5, and 9; one word in 2, 3, 6. A 
spondaic word may have the ictus on the first syllable (3, 6), 
or on the second (5, 6, 7). By way of passing, it may be noted 
that every one of the above verses shows at least one diver- 
gence of ictus and accent; lines 3 and 4 show two; 6, 7, and 8, 
three; and in 9 all four words show divergence. It is im- 
portant to notice that a syllable bearing the circumflex may 
be irrational (13ovXaFq, 3; OtO'S E, 5; 8a/oXaiq, 7), and 
that it may be subordinated even to two shorts, as in 8a,I3oxal 
just cited.21 The same word may have the ictus now on one 
syllable, now on another: /3o6XeL, Nub. 636; /AO1et, ib. i io6; 
&Fa/l3oXcks, Equ. 49I; 8a,/3oXa`, ib. 7; 1ar o'&' and &wro'oq, 
Soph. Ph. 932 (cited by Vendryes, 1. c.); mKE1V1, Thesm. 75I; 

LICETeVt), ib. I002. A word with a short final syllable ending 
in a consonant will always present at least two rhythmical 
forms, because the final syllable is long when followed by a 
word beginning with a consonant. So X%pi is .-v in Thesm. 
I3, but -. in Thesm. ii. 8OviXov presents three forms: 
.--Equ. 44; -- v , Ran. I90; -*-., PlUt. 2. 

It is hardly necessary to dwell on the fact that the consid- 
eration of the logical relations of the elements of the sentence 
had little, if anything, to do with the determination of the 
rhythm, and, of course, did not affect the quantity of the 
syllables. It is, however, very important to note, in the 
case of the individual word, an instability of rhythm that is 
foreign to English and German. True, there is a certain 
amount of shifting even in these languages. English examples 
will occur to everyone, and there is an interesting and valuable 

21 In iambic and trochaic verse, the latter condition can arise only in the com- 
bination - .- ~- (rarely -. -). See also p. I84. 
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discussion by P. Fijn van Draat (" Rhythm in English Prose ", 
Anglistische Forschungen, Heft 29, Heidelberg, I9IO) on some 
of the less obvious phenomena. For German, Curme's 
Grammar of the German Language (New York. Macmillan, 
I922), ?? 44-52, may conveniently be consulted. But it is 
to French that we are indebted for more copious parallels. 
This language is characterized by an extraordinary amount of 
mobile rhythm. To satisfy oneself of this, one has only to 
read a few pages of French poetry. In the first few scenes of 
Corneille's Le Cid, for example, one finds espoir (Act i, sc. I, 

1. 9) and espoir (I, I, 48; 2, 50; 77) ; discours (II 4, 6I), dis- 
cours (i, I, IO; 40); amour (I, 2, I5; 50; 59), amour (i, I, II; 

2, 6; 23; 65); amant (I, 2, 24), amans (i, I I6; 3,7); respect 
(I, I , 2I), respect (I, 2, 28) ; attend (I, 2, 2; cf. I, 3, I), 
attend (i, I, 20) ; diroit and diroit (i, 2, 3 I); souvient (I, 2, 32), 

souvient (I, 2, 33); aujourd'hui (I, 2, 49), aujourd'hui (I, 2, 2); 
avec (I, 2, 50), avec (I, 2, 48; 68); malgre (i, 2, 52), malgre 
(i, 2, 8I) ; jamais (I, 4, I8), jamais (I, 2, 53); esprit (I, 2, 6i), 
esprits (I, 2, 73); tourment (I, 2, 55), tourmens (I, 3, 8); 
faveur (I, 4, I2),faveur (I, 4, I); honneur (I, 4, I5; 7I), honneur 
(I, 4, 4; 73); lauriers and lauriers (I, 4, 52); etc. One hears 
similar variations in the ordinary prose utterance of the native 
Frenchman. Compare Michaelis-Passy, Dictionnaire phone- 
tique de la langue franqaise 2 (Hannover and Berlin, I9I4), 
p. xxiii: "Dans les phrases, l'accent normal est souvent 
deplace. II y a des deplacements emphatiques et ryth- 
miques. . . . Le deplacement de l'accent est essentiel a une 
bonne prononciation du fransais." There is no occasion, 
then, to balk at the marvelous rhythmical elasticity of the 
Greek language. We must assume for prose the shifts of 
ictus and the readjustments of syllabic values that are found 
in poetry, and the rhythmical processes employed in the 
iambic trimeter must be our chief guide in the reconstruction 
of the rhythmical pronunciation of prose. 

Firmly convinced of the soundness of this method of pro- 
cedure, I started work on Thucydides. I marked page after 
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page of this author with periods under the syllables that were 
supposed to have the ictus. After covering a large portion of 
Thucydides in this way, I discovered the following laws of 
Greek rhythm: 

i. A long syllable either preceding or following a single short 
syllable or two (not more) short syllables, must have the ictus. 

2. An ictus-lacking long syllable either preceding or follow- 
ing an ictus-bearing long is irrational; and, conversely, - 

3. A long syllable either preceding or following an irra- 
tional long has the ictus. 

These laws may be summed up in the following general 
law: 

A long syllable either preceding or following a single short, 
an irrational long, or two (not more) short syllables, must 
have the ictus. 

With the exception of the third law, which is however 
comprised in the general law, these laws were incorporated 
in a paper which was read before the Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity Philological Association, and they were published in an 
abstract of that paper in the Johns Hopkins University Cir- 
cular, July, I884, pp. I25 ff. From that time to the present, 
these laws have been applied by me in practice, and their 
theoretical and practical importance has been pointed out to 
all my students. 

The first of the foregoing laws is the fundamental law of 
Greek rhythm. It covers, in a single sentence, the normal 
forms of every kind of rhythm, and, with a knowledge of the 
principle of the irrational long and the replacement of a long 
by two shorts, will enable one to handle even the abnormal 
forms. It at once determines the pronunciation of the fol- 
lowing types of words: 

I'Si Xa' c, pVCa ( Ov;fl)kov?, OL\et'S, 7ra-rp ( X;etiava, 

%pla~~~ ~~~ ap@a w; XaTTas O+tovffa 'v VTa (voc.), 

'pwyia (ap X v); Xe'yETat, caEXf LEXETO, voTa/o* (v .-); 

avOp(w7re, aaXXdCTa (voc.), TtAcocra, obcovra, Tf?7lTd (-- v); 
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'077Tat, 7roXiT;, voVtTat, epaG-T77T, epaG-ov- (v.) aveTat, 

t7AIpa, e?PETeq%, e5peToi (- *-T O; and of many quadrisyllabic 

and other words, e.g., tvvavXa v v-. -' .), rpooTpL,/Trat 

(- -* v -* ), C7rtOfE (-- * - *), wpo-/3t/3aldle (, *- v -), 7rape'- 

O7 CE ( V V ) E c&Kd-as- ( *X ' *-) IE%apurat (v. *-) 

VECWV7q Ta * *) avToTOLoXCt'AUEV (1 *' '. % *), 6fWJqTOKoVXe'ov 
(v.v -. ), /KootrKvX/aTFt'01 (-. /A e/Aa/,CoaKorTa (i -. v 

. )8tavrpaTo (-t v . -e8uYv - . v), * ~- '~'), awp&root ~~-' ',-), ElJaiAo/.volJoL( 

/3ovXev1AaTiV (-.- v v.-) calcoSa4lwova (v v -. v v), etc. 

Rule i seems to be violated by the occurrence in anapaestic 
verse of the groups ' v - and - y The real ictus relations 

here are v v -. and . v v, so that, in spite of the fact that the 

first of the two shorts bears the ictus, the ictus of the long is not 
thereby impaired. The exception is, therefore, more apparent 
than real. In the next place, anapaestic rhythm is really a 
march rhythm, and does not belong to the language of con- 
versation, and the rising dactyl (- y-''-) and the descending 

anapaest (,, '- -) are even more remote from the everyday 

sphere. Hence the comparative infrequency of dactylic 
words with inverted ictus (&i4aTe, Equ. 1330) and the 

scarcity of anapaestic words like &Ti i (Equ. 780) in anapaestic 
verse. In the 8835 trimeters of Aristophanes, only 44 in- 
stances of dactylic words of the type - y U-' (e.g. v`Xa,le, 

Equ. I2I2) are found, and 33 of these occur in the first foot 
(White, op. cit., ? iio). Anapaestic words of the type vv . 
are very frequent in the comic trimeter (e.g. wapaO&", Equ. 
52), but those of the type yv' -v (e.g. AyaOovi, Equ. 85) are 
limited to the combination v % v -'v (rarely - vv) 

Rule i, of course, is not applicable to groups or words of 
shifting rhythm, of which the following are types: ToIXo0, ToV- 
rovS, 'rq.t&, rtU.ttC (--); XebwroVTat, wetp&V&at, va9pvnrovp, Ol,OV- 

peZv, 7re1parTs (---); 7rpoa&'7ve0-Oat, lLAWpEtoOat, W,L(o- 

pEdo-O0, aV4OOtrT7To^, 0vAfotrTnT (----); Xye,yE 1paXv 
vvk-'); 7re'raXa, Kce'ra (voc.), oXvpa (Xe7d/); Xe7cLeva, XeXv- 

,Ae'va, afar (v v v v); 4atvolkewa, StAofldpe, 7ra,38EXvpe' 

-vv;a,Ve,X01Aat vreple"vell 8ta,8a-X', ;la/3a7.Z7^ vv 
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These and other words and syllable-groups comprising or con- 
taining successions of longs or shorts or both had a variable 
pronunciation in connected discourse, but, when pronounced 
by themselves, they may have had a preferential rhythm. A 
careful study of their linguistic and rhythmic history would 
serve to throw light on this phase of the problem. There can, 
of course, be no doubt that U w - . was much more common 
than -' -. The great partiality of the tribrach word 
for the ictus on the first syllable 22 would seem to indicate that 
there was a similar partiality in prose.23 In the case of mo- 
lossic words, the preponderance of the grouping -. --. as com- 
pared with -- would seem to establish a presumption in 
favor of the pronunciation . The extensive use of 
the first paeon, its apparent use as a substitute for the 
ditrochee (White, 1. c., ?? 228 f.), the frequent use of the 
group -. v v v v in the iambic trimeter, all show that, 
even in everyday life, a secondary ictus on the penult of 
words like Snpo/,86pe and 7rap,I83Xvpe gave no offence to the 
Greek ear.25 Perhaps, too, Aristophanes' preference for the 

22In Latin it is a rule. See Lindsay, Early Latin Verse, ii, ?? 8, 58. 
23 In the trimeters of the Equites there are, according to my count, about 

39 instances of words of the type '-'-:-, and only I3 of the type -: . Of the 
I3, three are trisyllables by elision - which makes a difference. According to 
White, 1. c., ? IOI, there are only 229 tribrach words of the form in all 
the 8835 trimeters of Aristophanes. The 728 complete trimeters of the 
Cairo papyrus, according to White, ? I52, yield only i6 ---words for Menan- 
der, and eleven of these are found in the first foot. Lindsay, 1. c., p. io6, I. 4 f., 
requires modification. 

24 A rapid count of the molossic words in the first book of the Iliad shows 75 
examples of the form .-. (exclusive of the patronymics) and only two of the 
form - -. -. At my suggestion, Dr. Lawrence H. Baker, three years ago, made 
a study of the rhythmical accent of the antibacchiac, bacchiac, molossic, paeonic, 
and spondaic words in Aristophanes. The results of this investigation were 
submitted in the form of a doctoral dissertation, which, unfortunately, has not 
yet been published. From the type-written copy in the Library of the Johns 
Hopkins University, I gather the following facts with reference to the molossic 
words in Aristophanes. In iambic and trochaic verse there are 524 molossic 
words, which, of course, are all of the type -. - -. The other form would not fit 
the verse. In anapaestic verse, however, there are 330 instances of the type 
- and only IOI of the type-.-. 

25Dr. L. H. Baker, 1. c., states that in the iambic and trochaic verse of 
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ictus on the second syllable of spondaic words serves as an 
indication of what was the first choice of his Athenian au- 
dience.26 But in all these things one must proceed with great 
caution. 

Attempts had been made by others, before the publication 
of my laws, to establish for Greek words an ictus apart from 
the written accent. Hilberg, Princip der Silbenwdgung 
(Vienna, I879), accepts the view of Hadley (1. c.) that the 
Greek written accent was meant to designate pitch, but he 
advances the theory that in addition to the pitch accent every 
polysyllabic word had also a stress accent and that the place 
of this stress accent was governed by the Latin rules for word- 
accent. The theory is based on false reasoning. It conflicts 
with the results that have been gained for words of the types 
1_, -. ,j v j ., I. %_- -.,I-. va -., J . va -.,y-. ,% -., e tc. 

In I882, Hanssen (Rh. Mus. XXXVII, 252 ff.) stated that it 
was probable that the Greek word had a definite place for its 
center of gravity, i.e. ictus, and that this ictus of prose speech 
was analogous to the metrical ictuses of verse.27 He for- 
mulated the following rule (p. 253) for the place of the ictus: 
"If the ultima is long, it has the ictus; if the ultima is short, 
the penult has the ictus." But, be it noted that, of the words 
with long ultima, only those whose ultima is preceded by one or 
two short syllables require an ictus on the ultima; and that 
polysyllables of spondaic ending with one or two shorts pre- 
ceding the penult must have the ictus on the penult. Of the 
words that have a short ultima, tribrach words prefer the ictus 
on the antepenult; words of tribrach ending do not require 

Aristophanes, 275 words are used as first paeons, of which i6i have the form 
11I4 the form ~ 

26 For spondaic words, Dr. Baker, 1. c., gives the following statistics. In 
iambic and trochaic verse, there are 386I instances of the type - --, 2504 of 
the type .-; in anapaestic verse, 1723 of the type -.--, 159 of the type -.-. 

27 P. 252: "Und wirklich ist es von vorn herein wahrscheinlich, dass das 
griechische Wort an bestimmter Stelle seinen Schwerpunkt d. h. einen Ictus 
gehabt habe, der in der prosaischen Rede ein Analogon bildete zu den metrischen 
Icten im Vers." 
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the ictus on the penult; and dactylic words and words of 
dactylic ending normally receive the ictus on the antepenult. 

A few words may yet be allowed for a magnificent work that 
was published long after my laws of Greek rhythm. In I9IO, 

Zander issued the first volume of his Eurythmia vel Compositio 
rythmica prosae antiquae (Vol. i, Eurythmia Demosthenis, 
Leipzig: Otto Harrassowitz). His aim was more ambitious 
than mine. My humble endeavor was to facilitate the reading 
and the appreciation of Greek verse by laying the foundation 
for a more correct pronunciation of Greek prose. Zander's 
aim was to rear a beautiful superstructure of the rhythm of 
artistic prose. Like so many others before him, he built too 
much in the air. He seems not to have known my laws, yet 
follows the principle that the rhythm of prose is based on 
that of poetry. But inadequacy of method together with 
a strong bias for respondent rhythmical tags has caused 
him in many places to admit abnormal scansions. A re- 
markable specimen of such scansion is found on page 8o 
(cf. p. 44I), where Zander would read rpo'repov wrapaKpovodeJVos 

jke'ya9 qivt,Og (Dem. 2, 5). He was probably led to scan 
thus by his belief (p. 469) that, if a colon ends in a spondaic 
or molossic word, or word with spondaic or molossic ending, 
such word has the ictus on the penult. This view is partly 
based on what he considered the proper scansion of choliambic 
verse. But his argument on that score is inconclusive, and 
he fails to bear in mind that in iambic and trochaic verse, the 
falling anapaest occurs only in the combination v W- 

v(_ v v-); and that, in anapaestic verse, a colon like LXX' 
oXoVtWa7e Jatvoke' ato-tv (Ar. Equ. I327), with its three falling 
anapaests, is after all totally different from the above decapi- 
tated phrase. Let the head be restored, and the dactylic 
rhythm at once becomes apparent: (18i&v &nw 7rawvra SeteXy'- 

XvOEv) o?q 7rpoTepov 7rapalepovo',levo9 /e.LEa9 qVqr)9ffl. 
It yet remains to present the analyses of several passages of 

connected prose to serve as illustrations of the application 
of our laws of rhythm. Let us start with a specimen of Thu- 
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cydidean narrative; for A. W. De Groot, Handbook of Antique 
Prose-Rhythm, I (Groningen: J. B. Wolters, I9I8), p. 24, 

claims to have shown that the non-rhetorical portions of 
Thucydides furnish "an example of artless and natural ordi- 
nary prose, i.e. not with regard to his style, his sentence con- 
struction, his syntax, but with regard to his metre, i.e. the 
arrangement of long and short syllables." Thuc. II, 2, 2 has 
been selected wholly at random: 

e7ryaryovro e Ical a6e'wtav Tg 7rtVXas TIfXaratv dv8peq, 
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 

NavKXet'4S, TE Ical 01t eT' avTov, 0ovXo'evot t&as eve/a Svva- 

3 21 1 1 2 1 1 10 0 

,uecoq a`iSvpag Te c'ov '7roXtrcZ.v Tobh -otfdtv v'7revaOvioW StaoOdEpaL. 

0 2 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 1 1 2 3 

Ica& T Jv 7ro'Xtv f0,9atotS vwpoovrot?"cat. 

2 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 

The numbers i, 2, and 3 have been placed under the long syl- 
lables to indicate, in each case, which law is operative. A 
zero has been placed under a syllable to indicate that none 
of the laws is directly applicable. For example, in the case 
of llXaaTacZ. adSpes (v ) -Tat- has the ictus by Rule i; 

-COIv is irrational by Rule 2; av- receives the ictus by Rule 3; 
-Spe? is irrational by Rule 2. There are two cases of accumu- 
lation of shorts: g'Ivelca Svvdpe- and a-cf (aiv vie,. In the 
latter case, the iambic movement that precedes has established 
the swing, and the grouping chosen is inevitable. In the 
former case, five arrangements are possible: (i) eve,ca Svvdae-, 

(2) &eicea 8vvaflue- (3) E'veKa 8vva',z-, (4) E'Vfta Svvpa'i- 

(e) evElca VdpJ,uE-. The natural pronunciation of egveKa is 

(see above, p. I85); that of Svvauewq is 28 No. I 

yields good rhythm, but produces clash of ictus with itag. 

Clash of ictus is common enough, but there is no other example 
in this passage. It would be intolerable with No. 2. Nos. 3 

28 Dr. Baker, 1. c., reports that, in the iambic and trochaic verse of Aris- 

tophanes, 452 words of the type - - . are found as compared with I42 of the 

type - :, --. 
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and 4 are objectionable on account of the ictus on the penult 
of veieKa. No. 5 with RovXduevot &'&aq would constitute a 
sort of resolved dactylic rhythm, but I am suspicious of it. 
Upon the whole, then, No. i seems preferable. From the 
point of view of the kind of rhythm, it may be interesting to 
note that C7rryadyovTo . . . vrt)Xaq is a rude form of iambic 
trimeter. advpas . . . &al9eipat is headed by an iambic 
spondee, aWvpaq, which is followed by the iambic trimeter Te 

.vrevavTotJ9, to which in turn is appended a choliambic 
metron, &aoc0eZpat (to be read , .--, not x x x x). The trim- 
eter is, of course, hidden by the phrasing: AvSpa'; Te CZwV wro- 
XtT6V | TOZ ocrL'tV v7evaVTo?W I &tacOd pat. Iambic rhythm 
is chosen again for what follows, Ical 'v 7o'Xv 0i-, and then 
there is a heavy close of six longs. In the reading of the whole 
passage, the quantitative relations of the syllables must be 
brought out in accordance with the directions given above, 
pp. 9 if., and the written accent must be scrupulously observed 
by making the proper variations in the pitch of the voice, as 
described on pp. I76 ff. 

The first section of the funeral speech of Pericles (Thuc. ii, 
35) runs as follows (Stahl's text): 

06 X6V 0O)L&' T&V evOd8e e1p?ycd'TwV 7&89 &ratvov% T'Ov wpoo- 

0 2 3 2 1 11 1 2 1 11 1 2 

GeJPra Ti4 vo'dA. TOv Xdyov rTove, cS KaX.O'v e r"To'c e' rcV 7rOe- 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 

Ahov Ga7rTo/.evo'o a7yopeveuOat avTo'v. 4LoO &' apKovv av e'SdK,e 

1 1 1 12 3 1 1 2 3 O 

etvat av8p(v a7ya0cwv etpryJ 7yevo/e0V C7p9) iKal 8&1XovDo-Gat Tda 

2 3 2 1 1 2 3 0 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 

Tt1tads, ota Kal VVih 7rep' TrOv Tadfov rO'v&e 81,Ioit'a 7rapao-Keva- 

3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 23 

SoeVTa opaTe, Kal j/7 e'V evi avpt 7roXXcOV peTas KtvSvvEvEoOat 

1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 23 2 

eVe TcKal eX6pov ddr O wVTt MevOi vat. 

t 1 1 1 1 71 3 2 
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The reading requires little comment. The speech opens 
with six longs. Since the favorite place for the ictus, in the case 
of spondaic words, is the second syllable (see above, p. I85 f.), 
and since Greek is an iambic language, oi ,ucv wroXXol is the 
natural grouping. &sO /caXov eC'rt Tot, carries on the swing of 
the iambo-trochaic rhythm that precedes. Thucydides may 
have pronounced aiyop6eo-0at aV'T'o'v (v. . v . v), since he 
had the privilege of shortening -at before the av- of av'rov. 

In cpKoovv av efO/'KE, -KoVV' a'v cSo'- forms a first paeon, which 
naturally has a secondary ictus on the syllable e- (cf. above, 
p. i85), and -icet, which follows the paeon, of course receives 

the next ictus. The same reasoning holds for 'pyC0 ̂yevo.ev&ov, 

though 7Evoe'vcov is the more common rhythm, and is possible 

here. If A68pciiv . . . yevo,Ue'vov were followed by a cretic 
group instead of the molossic 'pyc ical, there would be a trim- 
eter, and yevo,uze'lov would be pronounced v' v-. E' EvL 

coming between a trochaic spondee and a trochee, has the 
value of a trochee, and receives the ictus on the first syllable. 

The following is a brief selection from Plato (Legg. 898 A). 
The figures below the scansion may now be dispensed with. 

TOVTOlV 077 TOL'V 1ClV?9I-OOlV TI)V CV EV 0 cJEpO,Je'V77V acd 7rEpt' 7y' T 

e'o-ov avadyKq 1ccveoTat, TcOV EvTopvov ov'oav lltczlquk a KTICXWV, 

etvat Te av r v ry 
va 

rot' y 7rEplOO) lrdvw S 'V OvK 
EtOTLTV 

Te Kat opot[av. 

The opening longs are rhythmized as in the previous selec- 

tion. The six shorts following the ictus-less long readily fall 
into two trochaic tribrachs. Of the seven shorts that follow 
act, the first, following an ictus, is naturally without an ictus; 
the second receives an ictus, which carries two other shorts 
with it; the first, again, of the three remaining shorts receives 
the ictus, and the long that follows is ready for the next ictus. 
The first paeon, of which there are three examples, has been 
met before and requires no comment. When three shorts 
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follow an ictus-lacking long, the first of the shorts properly 
takes the ictus, as in Svvaro'v. If there is elision in re atr)vW 
the rhythm must be altered to e&va& ' avi,riv TV Tov vov v re- 
plO80. At the close, the scansion given of re xat o'/.ot'a( 

( w '.--) is preferred by Plato to v .'--.-(see De Groot, 
Handbook, p. I90). It may be pointed out, as a matter of 
interest, that the words KlVIf0EOLV Tr eV E'V jepo.e'v7v a'e form 
a trimeter (compare Ar. Equ. 1240, c Po/g "AroXXov AV6Cte, 

nr ore' T' epryadet;); and that the words r7'rv e'v Evi fepo/eVr77V 

ad 7repi eye r peo'ov avdeyic constitute a lively iambic tetram- 
eter. Though the sense-division prevents the perception of 
these verse-forms, the rhythm is palpable. 

The prooemium of the de Corona of Demosthenes has been 
reserved for the end. I present the text of Dindorf. 

7rpwrov ,ezv, 3 av8pe 'AOqvatot, -roFS 9o'q evXo,ta 7ra&o Icat 

r d-atv, 0'oqv etvotav 7r e'yX &areXz ry re wo'Xet Kal 7raUtV 

l:I/LF;V, rooaoa6v ?'dpvat ,Uot wrap' v4,utv eS roVrovt rov aryova, 

wretO 0e7rep eo-7l padXto9f' vi7rEp vi'uov Icat 71p v,ue7repa' eva%e/3e(a'; 

Tre Ical 00'V7 o, rOirO wapac at TO OV9 VI, # p O avr c &- 

KOV o-VA44ovXov wotjcaarOat vepl 7oV 7w 'acov6etv vlAas& e'ovi set 

(crXe"r-Xov yyap av et67 rovio' ye), ac\Xa 7ov vo'1uov' Icai roV ep,Cov, 

e' o\wpq ewaut o XXotq tIcaot'v? ica\ 'roi37ro ye',ypa7r-at, r 

6FlAto(es A"4oov 'alcpoao-ao-9at. 7-oi?rro 8' e'o-7rlv ot /.wp'vo v 7-\0p 
\ 

7rpo1care,yvco1cevat ,uqS68eV, ot''e 70 -r 'r\v eivvotav to-7v aU4076"potT 

a7ro8oiivat, LAXX a\Ica&\ 7-o 7-^ 7-d~et Ica& 7-?7 AoXorytq, '8/e3o6'X'q- 

,rat Ica~ 7poip'rt rv aYovt~TOi.e'vaw e,ao'r, ov3rcoq eaoat o .. * a . . .o 

Xp'-a- - a - 

17@TO TflTF \osoKaosKsTVOetprasT 
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The scansion requires but a few words of comment. The 
opening words, wrpcvrov pe'v, Z a'v8pe 'AJi?vaiot, are the half 
of an anapaestic tetrameter. For a longer anapaestic be- 
ginning, see the Aristocratea (Dem. 23), and compare Dion. 
Hal. deComp., I98 f. R.). Hence, we must read 'AOiqva&o&, not 

'A9flvaiot, as Norden (Antike Kunstprosa, p. 9I5) and 
Zander (Eurythmia, I, p. 310) would have it. As for the 
cola, - the following remarks apply to the other selections 
as well - it is not always possible to determine their precise 
length. Hence, to keep from distracting attention from the 
more important things, the scansion has been given without 
reference to such pauses. In general, it may be said that if 
a long pause is made, the continuity of the rhythm may be 
broken, and, in that case, a slight rearrangement of the ictus 
may be necessary, but such a contingency would, in general, 
affect only two or three syllables, and the general flow of the 
rhythm would not be seriously altered by the one scansion or 
the other. For instance, if Demosthenes really made a long 
pause after wra&ot xal 7rdaatq, as Dionysius would have us be- 
lieve, he may have resorted to protraction of the syllable wd-, 
in which case 7rad-, too, would have received the ictus. I ob- 
ject to this scansion because it would yield a complete verse 
of poetry. Again, if StaTeXC ended the colon, -XAt) would have 
the main ictus, and the ictus which is now on the syllable -a- 
would become a secondary ictus. Furthermore, if rap V't4uzv 

forms a real close, EI'J must have no ictus; etc. As for the 
beauty and the majesty of the rhythm, the words of Demos- 
thenes speak for themselves. They require praise from neither 
ancient nor modern critic. ap opevov 8' 6pyov 7rpo'-co7rov 

xpX 9e4uev rnXauye'. In the de Corona, if anywhere, the 
poet's advice has been heeded. 

There exists in Latin a problem similar to that which in the 
preceding pages has been discussed for Greek. There is in 
Latin poetry a large amount of divergence of ictus and word- 
accent, and the ordinary pronunciation of Latin prose is an 
impediment to the reading of Latin verse. If one agrees with 
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Professor Roland G. Kent (T.A.P.A. LI, I9-29) and with the 
French scholars Havet, Meillet, etc., that the Latin word- 
accent is a pitch accent, or, at any rate, that there is a large 
element of pitch in it,29 it is easy to distinguish between the 
word-accent and the ictus in the reading of Latin poetry. In 
fact, ever since (in I883) I learned how to pronounce the 
Greek acute accent (see above, pp. I 70 ff.), I have been following 
a plan similar to that set forth by Professor Kent (1. c.), 
and I have been directing my students along the same path.30 

But, if Latin accent was largely a pitch accent, why is one 
constantly confronted with positive assurances that the Latin 
word-accent is an expiratory, or stress, accent? Our au- 
thorities do not stop to tell us precisely what they mean by a 
stress accent. Do they mean that such an accent is devoid 
of pitch? The English, German, and Modern Greek word- 
accents are usually cited as examples of stress accent, but 
everyone who knows these languages and has an ear for pitch, 
is aware of the fact that the word-accent of these languages has 
a decided admixture of pitch. If the Latin accent were iden- 
tical with the accent of any of the languages specified, Latin 
verse, according to the postulate that the rhythm of a language 
is based upon the nature of that language, would be con- 

29 Sturtevant, Pronunciation of Greek and Latin, p. 2I6: "We must conclude 
that Latin accent was a pitch accent as well as a stress accent." In T.A.P.A. 
LII, 6, the same author argues in favor of an accent in Latin which " com- 
bined a considerable variation of pitch with a considerable variation of stress." 

30 In the Proceedings of the American Philological Association, for July, I895, 
pp. xxvi-xxx, was published the abstract of a paper entitled "Did Verse-Ictus 
Destroy Word-Accent in Latin Poetry?" It appears that, in actual practice, 
the author, Professor William G. Hale, employed a method similar to that of 
Professor Kent and myself, but Professor Hale erred in regarding his word- 
accent as solely a stress accent. 

31 So Lindsay, 1. c., II, ? 13: "Our own view is that there is a regard for 
Accent in all Latin Verse, a result of the Latin accent being a stress-accent, and 
that this is most in evidence in Dramatic verse, where the tones of conversation 
are echoed. We do not forget that so eminent Frenchmen as Havet, Meillet, 
and others deny that the Latin accent was a stress-accent. . . ." Compare 
? I9: "This shortening (male, bent, etc.), due to the Latin stress-accent (pace 
our French friends), is produced only when a short syllable precedes." 
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structed in such a manner as to do justice to the properties of 
the English, German, or Modern Greek accent. But Latin 
poetry notoriously does not satisfy the conditions of any of 
these accents. A large portion of Latin verse simply cannot 
be read according to English, German, or Modern Greek 
accent.32 What is the obstacle? 

There are in Latin certain so-called long syllables which, 
under certain circumstances, attract to themselves the rhyth- 
mical accent, whether the word-accent falls on these syllables 
or not. Is this a native characteristic - as I have always be- 
lieved it to be 3 - or is it exotic? A long chain of facts seems 
to establish the former view, and for the slight amount of 
seemingly refractory evidence other explanations must be 
sought.34 It is reassuring to note the unequivocal statement 
of Dr. Sturtevant (T.A.P.A. LII, 8) that " popular Latin 
preserved clear-cut distinctions of quantity after the intro- 
duction of the historic accent on penult and antepenult." 
If, then, it is agreed that clear-cut distinctions of quantity 
were really indigenous to Latin, and that the Roman quanti- 
tative system was neither a Greek importation nor a gratuitous 
invention of the Roman poets, it follows, from the very nature 
of the Latin accentual laws, which are regulated by quantity, 
that there was a certain amount of divergence of ictus and 
accent. This divergence was inevitable in the case of iambic 
words; the Brevis Brevians Law merely reduces the amount 
of the divergence, but is itself an evidence of the existence 
of the divergence. In the case of the spondee and the mo- 
lossus, -to limit ourselves to the most evident types of words 

32Compare also Sturtevant, Pronunciation, p. 2i6: "Certainly the stress 
(sc. of the Latin accent) was weaker than in modem English; for otherwise it 
would have obscured the quantitative distinctions of the unaccented vowels." 

33 See J.H.U.C. I884, p. I26. 
" So, for example, the Plautine accent on the first syllable of quadrisyllabic 

words like facilius, mulierem, and the like (Sturtevant, 1. c., p. 209; Lindsay, 
I. C. II, ? i8), is perfectly consistent with Cicero's statement (Or. 58) and with 
my theory of the existence of a pitch accent apart from the ictus or rhythmical 
Accent: mu- has the ictus, -iz- has the word-accent in the shape of a pitch accent, 
and -rem has a second rhythmical accent 
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- so long as a spondee remained a spondee and a molossus 
a molossus, a certain amount of divergence of ictus and accent 
was almost inevitable; and, what is more, this divergence had 
a tendency to maintain the quantity of the non-penultimate 
syllables. And now, what is the evidence from poetry? 
There is in Plautus a considerable divergence of ictus and word- 
accent in the case of iambic, spondaic, and molossic words, 
not to mention others (see Lindsay, 1. c. ii, ?? 6 ff.); the dac- 
tylic poets constructed the first four feet of the hexameter " so 
as to avoid harmony of accent and ictus on spondaic words" 
(Sturtevant, T.A.P.A. LII, I4); and, in general, "the clash 
of accent and ictus in the first four feet . . . (of the Latin 
dactylic hexameter) was not accidental, but was sought after 
by the poets" (ib 13.). In the light of this evidence, one can- 
not resist the conclusion that, under certain circumstances, the 
conflict of ictus and accent must have been entirely unobjec- 
tionable to the Romans, and that, instead of there being a 
conflict of ictus and accent, there was rather an agreeable con- 
trast - a contrast similar to that in which the Greeks fairly 
reveled, and to that in which the French delight to this day. 

But it remains to be shown that in this contrast of word- 
accent and rhythmical accent pitch played a leading part. 
Any given syllable is characterized not only by the peculiar 
sound or sounds of which it is composed, but also by pitch, 
stress, and duration. What, then, is it in the case of an 
iambic word that the word-accent imparts to the penult 
that the ultima has not? By the very terms of the case, it 
cannot be duration, for, even under the influence of the Brevis 
Brevians Law, the penult of an iamb remains short. It cannot 
be stress alone, for the Latin word-accent is admitted to have 
had a large amount of pitch (see above). It cannot easily have 
been stress combined with pitch, for the ultima of the iambus 
has both the rhythmical and the metrical stress, and, hence, 
either the ultima would take away whatever natural stress 
might be involved in the word-accent of the penult, or else 
the employment of specially heavy stress on the penult would 
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impart an illogical emphasis to the iambic word as compared 
with the other words of the sentence. It is reasonable, there- 
fore, to conclude that pitch was the predominant element in 
the word-accent of iambic words. A similar conclusion results, 
in the case of the rhythmically mobile words, from a study 
of their transition from one rhythmical form to another: 
atiro, auro; commu'tant, commu'tant; fdciant, fdciant; for- 
tundli, fortundli; etc. In the case of the divergent forms, 
what does the word-accent give to the penult that the other 
syllable or syllables have not? According to the terms of 
agreement, it must be either pitch alone or pitch and stress 
combined. In the latter case, a moderate stress would be 
absorbed by the metrical and rhythmical accent of the other 
syllable or syllables, whereas a sforzando stress would give 
an illogical accent to the word as compared with the other 
words of the sentence; but even so moderate a pitch interval 
as that of a fifth would clearly differentiate the penult from 
the other syllable or syllables. 

Of course, when, as in the case of the tribrach, the pitch 
of the word-accent combines with the rhythmical accent, 
or, as in the case of the trochee, cretic, and dactyl, it combines 
with both the rhythmical and metrical accents, - under these 
conditions, the accented syllable may be said to have a stress 
accent. But, so long as the Latin accent did not entirely usurp 
the function of the rhythmical accent, it may not be said to 
have been a stress accent in the sense of the English or the 
German accent. 

To be sure, there is the beginning of such a usurpation. 
There is, for instance, the promiscuous admission of the 
spondee to iambic and trochaic verse, which shows the absence 
of so fine a discrimination in the matter of quantity as was 
exercised in Greek. There is the constant admission of words 
and syllable-groups of the form ' v-under conditions that 
would be prohibitive in Greek. There is "the Roman avoid- 
ance of an ictus likefacere, reficere, conficere" and the absence 
from Plautus of a tribrach word or word-ending as an iambic 
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foot (Lindsay, 1. c. ii, ? 8). There is phrase rhythm and a 
tendency to give logical stress a play in rhythm (Lindsay, 1. c., 
?? 8 and I2 D). There is the Brevis Brevians Law, which 
shows that the quantity of a syllable may be dominated by 
accentual or rhythmical considerations. All these and other 
things show the breaking-down of the dominance of fixed laws 
of quantity as regulators of rhythm. This brings us to the 
second part of our problem, that of the determination of the 
place of the ictus in Latin prose. 

Even in Greek, with its comparatively rigorous observance 
of quantity, there is something more to be done, as we have 
seen, than simply to pronounce every long syllable twice as 
long as a short; there is a certain tendency to rhythmical 
grouping with its resultant process of adjustment of values 
that has to be taken into account. In a similar way, Latin 
has its own rhythmical tendencies, and the attempt would be 
hazardous to pronounce all long and short syllables in exactly 
the ratio of two to one. It is the business of him who would 
arrive at the proper pronunciation of Roman prose to know 
when a so-called long is a long and how these longs and shorts 
are to be adjusted in rhythmic sequence. Much of this has 
long been known, but about much there has been uncertainty 
and ignorance. Thanks to the marvelous exertions of men 
like Lindsay, whose latest book is a perfect mine of information 
on our subject, scholars are now in a position to begin the 
work of reconstructing the rhythmical pronunciation of Roman 
prose. I had hoped to illustrate the process of reconstruction 
by submitting. the analysis of a few specimens of prose, but 
space will not permit. I believe, however, that the preceding 
pages have made abundantly clear the nature and the im- 
portance of the task. When the task is completed, it will no 
longer be necessary for our students of Latin, after two or three 
years of hard work on grammar and vocabulary, to flounder 
about in the attempt to master the elements of versification, 
but they will be prepared to enter at once the portals of Roman 
poetry and enjoy the rich heritage that there awaits them. 
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